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The People`s Army`s Red Revolution! 09.01.2019
The road to utopian socialism finally revealed!
By Johan Ridderstedt.
Preface: Reed out the politicians, the financial elite cause of wars, the cultural
pedophile elite, and the technocratic elite. Let investigative journalism media
expose/disclose REAL truth, history, science, and medical technology deal
with these THREE elites FIRST, enlighten the west, and the west return to
harmony by itself, integrating Muslims into an intellectual renaissance future
society 100% naturall. A society based on love YET non-compromise to idiocy,
and non-facts, the lies they sell our children at school. A perfectibilist,
enlightenist society based on the Universal Law of Love and Light by E.T.
Reed out the problem, and THEN handle it`s cause: Wars, immigrants, and
RELIGION sponsored by multinational conglomorates in the America Union
popularily called the ¨New World (dis)Order WILL dissolve by itself.¨
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Foreword:
I deserve my rights, but have none! Norway`s police is an illegal force of violence
since they torture me like a lab-rat for no other reason than Satanism. And you are
next.
Since the police are above the law, and have no respect, or empathy for human lives:
Revolution is the only option.
The People`s Army are the watchers watching the watchers, and the REAL protectors
of the people now that the police, and government serve foreign, monetary, secret-society, and even outright satanic factions!
They serve the government, and secret societies who pay them, and not the taxpayers
who pay for the government! It`s all corrupt!
They conduct BRUTAL experiments on the human population, and are blind to real
problems like rape, drug-traffic which they secretly PROMOTE!
We need a revolution boys! And we must act soon, and in a western civilized nation
before they impeach free speech, and the free internet. Even beautiful young singers,
and aspiring scientists like myself are brutally cloned and murdered. Yet I have
chosen to forgive.
Because divine, unconditional, endless, merciful love completely shatters, and
destroys hate and darkness.
A golden age of enlightenment.
WHEN we reach disclosure on technology: Electricity will be so cheap, cars
will run on water, and healthcare will be so cheap: We will DEFINITLY end up
with a socialist state with a futuristic social wellfare system that will spread like
fire to all nations.
We will create the world`s first FREE NATION! But perhaps start with a village,
school, renting a conferance-room, taking our children to summer-youth-camps??? It
will be FANTASTIC BEYOND WORDS! Free healthcare. Zero death. Fusion powerplants. Water-hydrogen powerplants! Antigravity propulsion transport and architechture. Hydrogen-water powered cars. CARS running on WATER! YAY!!!!
YAHOOO!!! I have ALOT of scientists on my team. Join the New World Community!
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What the world NEEDS today is for ONE pioneering industrialized nation (Norway
or France would be perfect) to undergo a revolution into the golden age of technology
where the (Satanic) Illuminati is defeated.
Like during the French revolution. Where the people take back power, and create
their OWN army with their OWN courts and trial:
1 The (Satanic) Illuminati Monetary Elite. (Satanic capitalists)
2 The (Satanic) Illuminati Cultural Elite. (The Satanic Illusionists)
3 The (Satanic) Illuminati Technocratic Elite. (The Satanic doctors, scientists and teachers)
And more.
Exposing the latter will be the goal of this revolution. The New Earth Community
will replace the quackademics of science, medicince, physics and history. ALL must
be replaced. That is the goal of this revolution.
Read the 25 goals of Weishaupt, and know that conspiracy to overthrow a nationstate is a CRIME! They are CRIMINALS! It will be SO easy... And it WILL happen!
GLORIOUS!
They have inverted reality, but I`m here to wake you up!
YOUR reality is fictional. Conspiracy IS reality.
WE the PEOPLE decide reality: When we have the books, the science - the schools.
The people take back the power from the (Satanic) Illuminati!
I remember when I saw Dan Brown`s Angels and Demons. I didn`t know about the
(Satanic) Illuminati at that time, and they frightened me…
The (Satanic) Illuminati are back!?!?!? WAKE UP!
We DEFEATED them once before, and now we will CRUSH them.
And when all know their CRIMES during the last 2 centuries: The world will HATE
the (Satanic) Illuminati, and fear conspiracy SOO much this will NEVER rise again,
and mankind will be free, united, and happy forever!
THEY shall lose their HEAD! Whence we have the people and proof. MY head
MUST remain on my shoulders where it belongs.

We call ourselves ¨The People`s army.¨
We are a humanist, inter-religious, multi-ethnic movement of INVESTIGATIVE
JOURNALISTS. Training to become one, and wake people up is your current
mission.
We are revolutionaries, schoolars, and reform scientists which does not mix religion
with politics, and wants to
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1. Give e.g medical care through promoting technological advancements to the
people through investigative journalist disclosure.
2. Preserve western humanism, and human rights against totalitarism, fascism,
religious supremacy, and the dangers of radical Islam which the entire world is
currently at war against.
We have love, and light (compassion and enlightenment) as motto, and we SHOULD
be humanitarian. We SHOULD have the red, and black flag of socialanarchy/anarcho-syndicalism as our flag.
Our primary goals are reformation revival revolution renaissance. The 4 R`s.
Our first goal is disclosure of technology through hardcore investigative journalism,
and political demands.
We will accomplish this through putting pressure on the authorities through
investigative disclosure, and massive broadcasting on all internet platforms..
Our motto is Love and Light.
Our battlecry is: People have the right of a state that gives them the best available
healthcare, education and technology. A state that care about them.
Our secondary goal is a rewriting sciences for a reformation in education,
universities, and science through rewriting physics, history, and medicine which
currently are based on masonic lies for those who researched Nicola Tesla, Wilhelm
Reich, Royal Raymond Reiss, a DOZEN others including for instance Thomas
Joseph Brown, and investigative expert David Wilcock. Just to name a few popular to
get the ball rolling.
Our aim as the people`s army is to protect, and represent the people, and not a
political opinion. This is the People`s Army. It`s not about white vs black, Islam vs
Christianity, or left vs right politics. We are the watchers watching the watchers.
When the state has become a parasite vampirizing the people for it`s own existence,
we need a revolution. When the state no longer represent the people, but serve money,
capitalism, and secret societies interests: It is time the people create an army that
serves the people, and watch the watchers. Watching the state`s crimes, and
protecting the people from the state. The army of the people does the job of what the
state SHOULD have done.
The People`s enemies will be judged once the People`s Army establish the People`s
Courts – like during the french revolution.
We will thus PUSH forth advancements in ONE nation (like Britain or Norway)
primarily. Because when the People have ONE nation: All others will change in
conformity.
When humanity has ONE light, the entire room is lit, and ALL revealed. If we cannot
get this nation, there will be war, and we will have to start a peaceful community to
protect ourselves from the parasite state which suffocates us, and eats our lives and
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money. Such a community can in itself be the LIGHT the world needs, to spark
technological revolution renaissance globally: If we are activists, and use media, and
the internet.
I myself a patron for the Free Thought Project, the Anonymous Movement, the secret
ORC (which needs a mediaplatform) and the New Earth Community. Those are the
organization I recommend cooperating with.
Our primary goal is for the New Earth Community, and the ORC to create
ENLIGHTENED PHILOSOPHER KING`S who are ALTERNATIVE SCIENTISTS
(ether scientists) , INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISTS, AND TALENTED SINGERS
to become LEADER MESSIAHS to breakthrough a technological
reformation/revolution in a western-humanistic, free, industrialized country.
We will infiltrate, and reform.
1. The media. (Internet meme-wars, article-writing, YouTube, alternative media)
2. Education. (Schools, universities: Science in general: History included)
3. Politics. (Both left and right) We will make protests with torches. (Lightbearer)
4. The financial sector. (Marketing, cloathe-codes, tech-products, medicine,
enterprise, think-tanks etc)
We cannot expect to win ONLY through involvement in the political arena, but will
of course influence, and put PRESSURE on them as well.

Every member gets a USB pen with info on hidden tech, and info on the conspiracy
to hide knowledge. The knowledge I will show, and YOU make public!
Love must replace pride, or the west will die.
There is only one way to get revolution, and I will explain it to you. The 20ies,
30ies, 40ies, 50ies, 60ies, and 70ies had their rebellion for feminism, equality,
black-rights etc. That was their ZEITGEIST which is german for ¨timespirit.¨
And today: All we have is LGBT pride parades! The millenial lifestyle is
happily ignorant with Iphones, Tv`s, and life in a post-modern Hollywood
culture. The current zeitgeist should however be a RENAISSANCE of
technology, rights and information. We either chose an age of intellect where
the people overcome the technocracy, or we chose an age of slavery, and class
society.
Our elected officials answer to foreign, and globalist monetary powers, and that
is a fact, not a conspiracy. Our Norwegian prime minister Erna Solberg, and
Crown Prince Haakon attend the secret, elitist Bilderberg meetings where the
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elite discuss behind closed doors. That is the DEFINITION of conspiracy. So
we are in no way lunatics.
Our show is led by three main elites, all of whom are associated with the
(Satanic) Illuminati NWO conspiracy goal, and have no moralistic ideals aside
¨survival of the fittest.¨ These groups are the
1. Globalist monetary (capitalist) elite whom demands ass-licking, and bribe
world governments with money, power, sex and drugs.
2. The cultural elite brainwashing the people into ignorance.
3. The technocratic elite which are the technological elite of doctors, lawyers,
policemen, all whom are experts, and leaders in their respective field of science,
selling lies about which cure is the best for cancer. The fields of health
education, and the elite health officials will be our main target. Nr. 3…
These three groups are non-national, and answer to their global, Satanic secret
society: The (Satanic) Illuminati. It is true that many involved in these 3 elite
groups are Nazis, and also Jews, but that is only their mask under which evil
can operate. Their morale is ¨divide and conquer¨, ¨mankind is inclined to evil,
not good¨, ¨order through chaos¨, ¨make, and keep people sick to earn money
from drugs¨, ¨evil is good¨ and ¨survival of the fittest¨ etc. Or as George Orwell
wrote in his 1984 book: ¨Freedom is slavery, ignorance is strength, and war is
peace.¨ The Illuminati are Satanists, and the Satanic ideology is all about
inverting truth. That is why they create a false reality, a false history, false
science, false education, and give us terrible MEDIEVAL healthcare. Their
masonic goals can be found on the Georgia Guidestones where it is written in
12 languages: Maintain humanity`s population under 500.000.000. Since they
worship power, they are all control freak megalomaniacs, and want to create a
world of perpetual slavery, and darkness for our mind, bodies and souls.
As money rules the 21st century world, and Judeo-Christian morale dies out
with the elderly, the old morale of kindness, love, compassion, meekness,
servitude, lowlyness, charity, respect, equality, and that all have innate human
value has been replaced by: Job, career, money, how much sex you have, power,
pride, greed, and even betrayal is now regarded as ¨good morale¨ because it
shows you are strong, as ¨survival of the fittest/most evil.¨ It has become ¨cool¨
to be a criminal, murdering (Satanic) Illuminati agent, and ¨cool¨ to be a badboy.
The happy, loving, compassionate moralistic Christian flower-kid (like myself)
is seen as inadequate, weak, and not suited for work.
This infuriates me. The (Satanic) Illuminati is CRIMINAL by all standards after
its 25 criminal goals, and CANNOT be compromised in any way.
The west is losing its humanistic foundation of morale. Without it: The west
will not survive. All high-cultures, and high-civilizations accomplished great
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deeds only because these people had a homogenous culture/ethics/morale as
Aristotle argues.
Immigration, and poor intergation of Muslims have caused a rape epidemic, a
terror epidemic, a crime epidemic, and a decrease in work. Most immigrants
live on wellfare, and that is a fact. They have flooded our prisons, taken our
taxes to wellfare, and if they never had come here: Scandinavia would
INEVITABLY had undergone an economic, industrial, technologic, cultural,
and national-romantic renaissance into a high-civilization with a strong sense of
unity among the population, and with zero crime rates.
The problem is however not poor immigrants, but the (Satanic) Illuminati warbrokers who CREATE immigrants.
And the main problem is Islam, because western-humanistic values of equality,
and Sharia-Islam is NOT compatible, and will inevitably lead to a cold society
dominated by fear, pride, crime, and threats where native Europeans, and
Christians no longer DARE say their opinions in media, on the bus, or even to
their friends: In fear of the alien invading culture: Medieval, unscientific
ISLAM.
Islam has killed free-speech, women`s rights, human value, and all the
humanistic values of the west. That is the reality TODAY, and it has been so for
10 years already. Islam has thus KILLED the west.
The result is a society of a hundred sub-culture groups, whereas we would have
been ONE dominating culture had it not been for immigration. 100`s of
subcultures live in fear, and hate against each other, but under ONE flag. The
result is a population loosing it`s power because they are divided among
themselves, while the state becomes a police-state, and gains MORE power
since the people crave more protection from violence, rape, terror, and crime
caused primarily by Muslim immigrants. There is no longer a people`s state
since there is no people anymore, and the state thus becomes an cancer feeding
to preserve its own powerful existence, because it`s ruled by power-hungry men
and women. The state becomes a hive for power-hungry career politicians, and
becomes based on power, and competition, not unity. Because there is no
common humanistic ethic in the population.
We must preserve western humanism, or the west will fall like any other
historical high-civilization, as Aristotle argues… The Satanic morale of pride,
money, power, sex, envy, crime, and betrayal must be replaced by love,
equality, compassion, or what I like to call ¨the Judeo-Christian western
heritage.¨ The great quest is thus for Islam to reform, just like Christianity did
100 years ago, and the west will be saved.
This can come through a ¨reloveution hippie anti-Illuminati zeitgeist¨, or a
¨national-romantic renaissance rebellion.¨ But these are however unlikely. The
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only realistic revival of western humanistic values is through uniting both
immigrants, and nationalists in the fight for freedom of rights to better
healthcare, whereupon mankind will be free from their illusions as the (Satanic)
Illuminati cabal falls.
If one card falls (the medicinal technocracy) , the entire (Satanic) Illuminati
house of cards will tumble, and humanity will have a new zeitgeist of outspoken
hatred against the lies of the Satanic elite. Everyone will realize their (Satanic)
Illuminati governments have lied to them, and true history will be written, and
the (Satanic) Illuminati will never rise again because our children will hate them
from reading true history schoolbooks. That is our ONLY realistic hope against
a NWO. Immaginary religious hopes in for instance Jesus` Second Coming is
playing right into the NWO`s hands as it is a waste of time, and energy that
could otherwise have been used for humanity as a whole, like this investigative
journalist technological revolution-evolution into a New-Age.
Do you not see how dangerous this social experiment is? With 100`s of
subcultures, ethnic, and religious groups. With borders vanishing, and a postHollywood global culture emerging perhaps 100 years from now, we are not
more far away from a global NWO communist dictatorship by these powerhungry three elites: 1 Monetary, 2 Cultural, 3 and Technocrat. Which is their
aim. Because:
They`re addicted to power and control.
So you want Revolution. How can we possibly achieve this?
It`s a red socialist carpet towards a socialist future revolution. It is the only
plausible revolution. Because we can only win if we strike hardest where they
would never expect. Terms like ¨Islamophobic, racist, populist, conspiracytheorist, right-wing-fascist¨ etc, are programmed into the public, so going rightwing will NOT tear down the media-department of the (Satanic) Illuminati, nor
wake the population because you will only be LABELED by predictive
programming which they already prepared for.
But you cannot label serious, scientific journalism and facts. And whence WE
broadcast the cures for cancer, and all disease, the result will be a global
socialist movement for PEOPLE`S RIGHTS, resulting in a new zeitgeist, a
better NWO, and hopefully: Massive scandals exposed with massive arrests.
Furthermore: The flaming torch of liberty, and brotherhood is the only social
waveform that historically sparked revolution in recent years. I`ve been
involved in right-wing politics. They have no battle-hymns, and most are
schoolboys, and choirboys in church. I`ve also been a part of socialist politics.
They are all strong individuals who boldly express their culture, and wear it on
their sleeves, contrary to right-wing suitcases that don`t dare offend anyone.
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Socialists are good at rebellion, have lots of friends, arrange parties, and
concerts singing battle-hymns…
I tried everything to wake the right, the centre, the Christians etc. They are too
gullible. I have seen the future, and it is socialism, iF we succeed with the
technological disclosure. But wait! I am pro a liberal economy. Yes, I myself am
in the political centre, but this revolution is the only revolution possible.
Because the only possible revolution in the west is: ¨The People have the
RIGHTS to the best treatment possible!¨
The revolution described further down this document doesn`t HAVE to be leftwing, and should never be communistic. But I doubt you would gather a crowd
with gullible Christians, or right-wing choir-boy suitcase politicians that never
dare offend anyone, but I would gladly welcome them to try, although it won`t
work. Europeans simply cannot be angry enough to revolt. They are too
peaceful, gullible, holy, and passifistic by nature compared to the socialist mob
of angry Muslim immigrants. Right-wingers are simply elderly natives too
depressed to be able to organize a revolution, while most of the youth are angry
hipsters, gangsters and socialists. It is time we unleash the lawless ones against
cancer chemotherapy… It CAN_NOT be allowed to continue as too many
people have died.
Perhaps, just perhaps we can use the nationalists. But it doesn`t matter what you
are. You are all on the same team now. We all have to unite because humanity is
at war. While you sit there believing the Earth is round, the Earth is in fact
FLAT, and they`ve gone through MAD trouble to cover it up. You can no longer
trust the state. And why is that a problem? Because a race of anti-human
activists, reptilians, and hyperdimensional entities in the royal courts (the
Queen is a reptilian, and I have SEEN shapeshifting myself SEVERAL times
afterwhich I FEINTED!!!) have declared war on humanity, and introduce ali en
species to live among us. They will proclaim to be our creators, and will rule
us, and eventually overpopulate us, and defeat us.
And who leads this army? Satan the extraterrestrial.
That`s right. You`re all basically on the same team now boys.
The Muslims, negroes, and Arabs are here to stay.
Nationalists must not give into despair which leads to hatred. You must keep a
cool mind, think strategically and logically. The negroes ain`t going anywhere,
Hello. They are your brothers here to stay, and you have to love them.
Sometimes: The wisest option is to admit defeat, surrender, regroup, or love the
enemy. The battle is on your HEALTH, and human rights. Think positively: If
you conquer the anti-human Islam, bOTH the native Europeans, AND ArabMuslims will have our western-humanistic values, and the result will not be no
loss at all…! Perhaps Islam will even be destroyed, and the middle-east become
WESTERNIZED, HAPPY, and PEACEFUL.
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So it is NOT about nationalism anymore..! The future of ALL future cancerpatients is at stake, no, the future of ALL truth! Because WE THE PEOPLE will
monopolize truth, NOT them!
Further arguments to infiltrate, and reform the politican left:
Because WHEN we reach disclosure on technology: Electricity will be cheap,
cars will run on water, and healthcare will be so cheap: We will DEFINITLY
end up with a socialist state with a futuristic social wellfare system.
You see… The problem is not the governmental form of left or right. The power
is that the politicians answer to secret societies, and globalist corporations, not
to the voters/people. Any form of governance will work as long as people do
their best in respect to each other.
But I think you have a chance going anarcho-syndicalist to create New Earth
villages (Tesla Villages – like the one in Croatia). I know we have a HUGE
chance if we go socialistic, and recruit politicians, and revolutionaries,
especially mediamen.
We live in the 21st century, and it`s us vs them. Humanity vs Satan. A
revolution cannot exclude half the people, and must be about the rights for
everyone to have access to treatment kept secret. Treatment that could have
saved a 100 million lives. Pushing on the state to give people alternative cancer
treatment, finding the cure to cancer will be our first move as the Army. As the
People…
Because cancer strikes young, old, rich, poor, Christian, Satanist, left-wing, and
right-wing. People need to realize it`s us humans vs them.
They dull you down!
A hypothetical revolution in the west must be about knowledge is power, about
power-to-the-people, about civil-rights to be heard, and about humanism. About
love and light = compassion and enlightenment/knowledge.
America has a great platform for New-Age, conspiracy theorists, and alternative
scientists whereas Norway has close to none. We must start Families of (love
and) Light/Knowledge, or Cell Groups where we study
conspiracy reality, the crimes of the elite, and the hidden technology before we
unleash a co-ordinated investigative journalism campaign with the aim of
bringing down the government. Information for disclosure is VITAL since the
people will never revolt unless they are starving, or lose their liberty. We must
make them REALIZE that although they give you Iphones, Ipads, movies, and
computers to create that ¨illusion of happiness¨, we are in fact DYING. Not
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only are millions dying from lack of proper healthcare like chemotherapy
cancer treatment (due to the Rockefeller family that funded the America health-organization
(FDA), and started the Norwegian health-organization (NHI). Rockefeller who
has had connections to the (Satanic) Illuminati since the beginning.)
they are destroying us through vaccines, toxic additives in food, gmo,
pesticides, chlorine in water (that calcifies the pineal gland), and poisoning us
through chemtrails. Chemicals like Aspartame destroy the DNA and will lead to
the future population being born with both physical deformities, and mental
disorders certain studies show. Over time, the Kalergi plan aims to create a
¨negroid European race¨ while others (Satanic) Illuminati members call for the
creation of a ¨European slave-race with an average IQ of about 90 – just clever
enough to perform work. ¨
With the media slaughtering all right-wing activists, and traditional conspiracy
theorists, the only hope for humanity is a technological, and socialist revolution
of love.

What revolution do YOU believe in?
The world needs revolution, and it can come through 1 Sexual Revolution, 2
Nationalist Revolution, 3 Religious Revolution, 4 Technological Revolution, 5
Political Revolution - dissatisfaction with lying politicians which ties with all
of the above. People, including myself have tried all of the above for centuries
to little effect, aside from number 4, technological revolution.
But what better motto than to combine the sexual revolution of Lady Liberty`s
¨we want freedom¨ with that of technology?
Love AND Light.
(Which happens to be our scientific, humanistic inter-religious religion, and the
metaphysical concept of God.) Read my book.
We need sexy, famous, pussy-power superstars to tare through to mainstream
media, and bring news of the technological revolution to the masses! Such
figures that the fanscores would see as ¨messiahs.¨ Both cultural messiahs
(superstars) , media-messiahs (teachers) , and political messiahs (chieftains) are
needed for our success.
Without great cultural, and political leaders such as this: It would be hard to
cheer up, and activate our citizens who have become gullible, apathic sheep:
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¨Oh! She died of cancer!¨ / Watches Hollywood movies 1hr later while
laughing, and preoccupied on the phone. Never thinking of investigating cancer
cures…
No.
The people WILL arise! This will be EASY! Free healthcare. Zero death. Fusion powerplants. Water-hydrogen powerplants (as in the Tesla village of Croatia.) Antigravity propulsion transport and architechture. All you can DREAM of! Water-hydrogen
electrolysis powered cars. CARS running on WATER!
But for that to happen, we need to start a revolution, and boy will it be fun. It has already begun! YOU are now a part of it, and must dedicate all your time, and effort to
it. People used to believe in right and wrong.
Memento mori. Remember death. Today`s generation try to forget death with shortcuts to happiness, but our ancestors lived short lives, and were constantly reminded of
death, and the painful toll of work. They worked hard, and their work MEANT something to them.
But today you are just an asset in someone`s company which you really don`t care
about. WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE IN? You will DIE one day! I always say you
must LIVE for something worth DYING for! Something that is YOU!
Seeing our modern technological achievements with a PERFECT world without
death being POSSIBLE, the only philosophically valid purpose, ideology, or life-ambition is working for a perfect-world-utopia. KNOWING where technology is heading: This is the only life worth living for. An ETERNAL life.

The Revolution must happen in a rich, free, western country.
And we MUST win. You don`t know how important Norway`s role is in this.
The technological revolution renaissance of enlightening the people to mass
awareness through alternative media disclosure of technology can ONLY
happen in a RICH, INDUSTRIALIZED, WESTERN, FREE-SPEECH nation. We
must ACT before internet censorship takes over the last countries of free
speech, and internet freedom!
Oh. We WILL win. Because we HAVE to win. And thus there is hope. And hope
is all we have. Therefore there is ONLY hope. And only ONE thing to life for:
WINNING.
Thus the need is for the populace of a pioneering nation like Norway to push for
nano-age reformations in the branches of physics (industry, transport,
powerplants), medicine, pharma, psychology, and rewriting history, and
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schoolbooks, curriculums etc. That is the task given to Norway, or a pioneering,
industrialized nation. Perhaps France. The end-result will be a socialist nation
of incredible wellfare due to the advancement in technology. That is why: If we
are to create a revolution, our only option is the Red (or insert whatever you
like) Army of the People.
ALL entrepreneurs, alternative-media, hippies, anarchists, and general revolutionaries
are spread out globally, are many, but alone, and are leaderless. They are a futuristic
nation of people without a nation. We must focus all on ONE nation very organized,
strictly, and with sponsors. ONE rich, free, western-humanistic nation will be the
jumpstart for ALL nations. Because when ONE nation is revolutionized, the pallet
example of this nation will change ALL other nations, as all citizens in all other nations will want our free healthcare system, and technological advancements in their
own nations.
And Norway is that nation. The nation which ALREADY has the world`s best social
services and healthcare. A nation of former Vikings, and an enraged public that soon
reaches boiling point. Or perhaps Norway has given up into Satanism, abandoned
their ethnicity, rights, culture, religion, and free healthcare. BUT I don`t…
And if Norway won`t rebel, we have the fierce ENGLISH, or perhaps the FRENCH
or ITALIANS? England would be most suitable because: 1. English is the global
language. 2 England once was the centre of the world during the Empire. 3 England
fathered a previous technological revolution, namely the industrial revolution. If the
elite renegade scientists in England get some investigative journalists, a media-page,
and unites the alternative world, we might have a chance. IF we stay together. IF we
focus mostly on ONE nation. But it all rests on YOU!
This nation (Norway) MUST undergo a reformation in all the brances of science, history, and our school-books be rewritten.
A technological revolution into the golden age of where the (Satanic) Illuminati are
defeated by a glorious red army of the People like during the French revolution.
When the people took back power, and created their OWN army with their OWN
courts, and trialed the (Satanic) Illuminati. As of now: The mighty freemasons own
all the courts and lawyers. We need a rebellion. A revolution. A new constitution.
And our OWN courts. But this cannot happen until the Red Army has grown in numbers, and have lawyers amonst our members.

The Black Order parasite state.
We have the privatization of TECHNOLOGICAL knowledge as our single target as I
will describe soon below.
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We cannot observe the NWO conglomerate without noticing the elephant in the room
which might, or might not be the (Satanic) Illuminati, but we will simply call them:
The technocrazy elite who see themselves as Gods ruling us the sheepish peasant
slave-class. I call it a technocrazy because that`s what it is. The elite.
They NWO technocrazy of secret societies, and their police sponsored by the superrich, and led by the Satanic Illuminati Vatican Jesuits, sabatean Jews, and royal
(Satanic) Illuminati compromise:
1. State (education, police, hospital, social wellfare, military,
government etc)
2. Monarchy
3. Secret Societies (which must be banned – basically taken
by force and exposed for sacrifice/Satanism etc)
4. Intelligence agencies (like the CIA`s Mk-Ultra and
surveilance crimes),
5. Antihuman organizations (like the Rockefeller foundation,
the UN, and think-tanks like the CFR etc) ,
6. Underground dark-state facilities (shadow-government,
shadow-military, secret science facilities, and deep statefacilities that the people`s army must take by force) , and
expose for the HORRIFIC crime of conspiring against all
nation-states, and setting up what is basically a global
Satanic secret-society empire underground! We will expose
their SHADOW EMPIRE!
7. Private capitalist mafias (like banks, science-institutions
and the firms who own them) These are the ones who keep
evolution away from the people. The science-intitutions,
and firms will currently be our SINGLE, and PRIMARY
TARGET.
The technocrazy use technology LIGHTYEARS ahead of us to clone, mind-control,
and kill us. From where? Secret underground DEEP-STATE facilities. And there IS
no deep state. It`s not the real name for it. The real name is the DARK-STATE. For it
is a DARK GLOBAL EMPIRE of Satanism, believe it or not, but we will make it a
PEOPLE`S empire.
The criminal record, and evidence for the (Satanic) Illuminati is ENORMOUS. The
people only need to organize their army, create their own courts, and JUDGE them
for THOUSANDS of crimes!!! Read the 25 goals of Weishaupt that got the (Satanic)
Illuminati banned. It is the definition of crime. Conspiracy to overthrow a nation-state
is a CRIME punishable by DEATH in most countries! Show non-tolerance, and
anger whenever anyone brings up the (Satanic) Illuminati topic, or sympathizes for
them.
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They are antihuman activists! They just want to SHIT on everything. They`re assholes! CRIMINALS. They aim to destroy the world, and create a global, atheistic, Satanic, communistic dictatorship with a population of 500 million slaves. This ambition
is chizled in the Georgia Guidestones, and is no secret.
Humanity is at war against the states, secret societies, and the monarchy. All have someone they loved who died of cancer. Even the police must REALIZE they cannot
serve the pyramid anymore! Dear policeman! Join us, and seize these wolves in
sheep`s cloathing. Or else, we must do it ourselves or perish. Like the French did during the French revolution. The People establishing their own army and courts.
If this revolution does not happen in a free, industrialized western country within 10100 years: Humanity`s potential will be lost FOREVER, along with the green Earth,
because once the (Satanic) Illuminati have control over the internet, TRUTH, education, science, and the media, not to mention government, police, military and banks,
they are not letting go.
The (Satanic) Illuminati WERE criminals, ARE criminals, and will FOREVER be
remembered as criminals when the PEOPLE write THEIR history-books on how
THEY killed EVERYONE in 2 World Wars, with MILLIONS dying from cancer.
When we create OUR schools with OUR truths, and every child is taught at school
how THEY (the super-rich cabal) murdered billions!
It will be SO easy... Because God, the planet, and the stars are on our side. There is
always hope, because hope is all we have. Therefore there is ONLY hope. And We
will win because We must win… The super-rich cabal have taken over the media, the
culture, education, created false sciences, false history, taken over the banks, control
the financial world, and has control over politics. Our only option is to create cells,
study-groups, and families of light/knowledge. From there we will split up, grow new
cell-groups, infiltrate society, recruit people from lawyers to biker-anarchists etc.
But we will start by investigative journalist`s provocative documentaries, and books
aimed at the schools. Youth are very rebellious, pure, and open to new ideas that the
elderly would NEVER believe. For what do we preach love and magical science???
Aim at the horny youth who easily become fascinated with our books, and program
of revolution: Mysterious history, magical science of levitation, and eternal youth!
Flying cars! Provoke the children, and the youth firstly because their hearts are pure,
and their view of reality hasn`t solidified yet.
A child will cry when watching our documentaries on the SCOPE of (Satanic)
Illuminati crime, and how many they killed. Provoke the children, and youth
secondly because they are the foundation of tomorrow society, and the future doctors
and scientists. The youth is the foundation. Attack the foundation the pyramid will
crumble brick by brick, even if it takes 50 years. Because when 70% of the new
generation are anti-nwo, society changes.
But what WILL deliver the final blow is investigative journalism.
The People`s Army`s Red Revolution!
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The battle-plan goes thus like this:
1. Families of light and love. (The secret part of the plan. Gathering all

knowledge about all topics, and recruiting members – creating a network of
revolutionaries within all sectors of society)
2. The disclosure. (The day we go public. Starting a meme-war, and Facebook

groups will be essential, but we must be careful not to mix religion, or ethnic
hate into the picture, because that`s when t.h.e.y can shut you down. Start
media-organizations, and educational centres with classes/lectures with for
instance pdf presentations. Involve ourselves in politics REVEALING
ourselves as the People`s Army (sort of like the Anonymous movement). Our
most important objective in this fase will be getting investigative journalists to
make interviews with politicians, and scientists where they are confronted with
the evidence of for instance the cures to cancer, which they will deny exists,
afterwhich we publish these documentaries to the public will be our first
priority, and should set an example. In addition to the People`s Army making
movies, writing books, making posters, flyers, arranging concerts, arranging
protests, love, and light parades, as well as creating fashion, and slogans (like
love and light) will be important.
3. The awakening. (Our work in the media is a success, people rebel, and crave a

reformation of science, physics, history, education, and medicine. The people
CRAVE the best available cures! But more importantly: Reform school
curriculum. The most important part of the Revolution is education of children
through gathering our scientist members to re-write school-books which must
be handed out. Creating our own futuristic People`s Army villages with waterpowered cars, water-powered powerplants, and private schools would be a
great idea at that time, putting MASSIVE stress on the mainstream media,
mainstream science, and politicians to where our idea either spreads, or they
seize us as criminals. How can they kill five people if all drive water-powered
cars? Build them not only to drive the cars, but to drive the people furious!)
4. The Revolution. (When we have our own private, or unofficial schools, and a

great percentage of the population is in support of our political party, or rebel
movement, the evidence that the state is a crime syndicate will be so obvious.
That is when we gather our political party/movement, take to the streets, and
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declare a peaceful war of protest against the technocrazy monopoly on science,
and the elite cabal. We will demand they step down from power.
5. A coup-d`etat, or a peaceful transition through majority of votes. (This

revolution should end with a coup-d`etat with the cabal taken into custody by
the People`s Court of the People`s Army, surrendering, and admitting to their
COUNTLESS crimes in court on public television, that they lied to us,
deceived us, and killed millions of us just for the fun of being evil assholes.)
But all in all: Investigative journalism (a media organization of alternative science,
alternative medicine, and conspiracy theories) with the aim of inciting the people to
action, combined with a self-sufficient society (preferably village like the Tesla
village we have in Croatia) in addition to a private school/educational centre should
do it for the ORC.
Dethrone the Black Order Illuminati!
The problems with the political systems in Norway is the (Satanic) Illuminati. Aside
from the (Satanic) Illuminati: We have the best political system in the world, with
great diversity, freedom of opinion etc. Gathering protestors, funding political
campaigns, and arranging political concerts/arrangements from the RED-GREENCENTER political Norway should be EASY if we follow up
The entire 1 State 2 Secret Societies, and 3 Monarchies must fall. And it WILL happen! GLORIOUS! What power could accomplish this? What forces of rebelliona re
active in Norway, and the west today? What can we use, and infiltrate? What can
bring down the state? 1 Angry nationalists. An ethnic nationalistic pagan or Christian
nationalist union , 2 A love-light New-Age movement of alternative scientists, and
conspiracy theorists, and I must include 3 Islam.
Because most Muslims are MUCH more informed, AND angry at the Jewish (Satanic) Illuminati. Because most Muslims know the Jews control the world. Muslims
HATE the Satanic Illuminati, AND the Jews. (for better or worse – I have nothing
against the regular Jew) Unlike Christians who are tolerant to the Satanic Illuminati,
and love Israel despite all she does. God is angry at them.
I think Islam might work, but then again: Are they the real religion? And what`s more
important: Freedom, or technology? And what purpose is there in revolution if the
new rulers are just as bad as the old? What`s the better evil? If the Satanic Illuminati
falls, but we must live under sharia, and there is nothing left of western culture: What
is the purpose of revolution?
We must not repeat the Russian Revolution when the Tsar regieme was overthrown
by communism. If so: We play right into the hands of the Satanic Illuminati, whose
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primary joy is to bind the human spirit of love, the human potential, and human evolution. They have planned this through ISIS, and Muslim immigration, but we will
not stand for it!
I thus believe in 1 and 2. Angry nationalists and hippies, although we are inter-religious humanists, and all are welcome to join.
Conspiracy Reality! Against the Satanic Black Order!
Remember this. Your reality is fictional. Conspiracy IS reality. Conspiracy-REALITY! Criminal REALITY! WE the PEOPLE decide reality: And the rebel movement, although scattered have written books, the science - the proof of their conspiracy. MILLIONS of books. We will GET these books. Part 2 of the plan is to start
media-companies, book-stores, and also alternative healing services, selling everything from crystals, orgonite, to scalar pendants, to shungite, to structured water, as
well as herbal cures for most illnesses. Perhaps we can even buy Royal Raymond Reiss machines, and start treating people from cancer?
The people must realize the HIDEOUS criminal Satanic Illuminati that we OUTLAWED are BACK. NOOOO!!! We defeated them once before, and now we will
CRUSH them for their sins. When we win: All will know their CRIMES during the
last 2 centuries from schoolbooks: The world will HATE the Satanic Illuminati and
fear evil SOO much they will NEVER rise again EVER in ANY future. Because of
the SCOPE, and GRAVITY of their crime! Is that not a FANTASTIC thought?
YOU can make that happen! 😊 Don`t forget to dream! You can create a FREE
world of water-powered cars, FLYING cars, free energy, and medical technology so
you NEVER DIE! That IS reality! Wow! Just immagine FLYING into the hidden
valleys of the Norwegian woods! In this Free New Socialist World, every man will
get a minimum sallary (social support) because robots will do most of the work, and
the technology has made the regular citizen into a superman! Mankind will be united,
and happy forever, able to focus on ENJOYING life!
A world without poverty, disease, famine or even DEATH! Why will this Free New
Socialist World be global, peaceful and united? Because the People`s Army defeated
mankind`s enemy: The Satanic Illuminati. The mafia. The corporationalists, the super-rich, and the technocrazy. When children learn we defeated evil, secrecy, and
conspiracy at school, it will never rise again! Just like Nazi Germany can never rise
again. I envision a glorious People`s Army victory in Norway that goes global, so
that ALL HUMANITY unites in dethroning the evil conglomerate! And after we win:
The world will be ONE, WON, and FOREVER UNITED through the inter-religious
ethics of the humanistic religion of Love and Light, which ALL can agree upon!
Read my book.
Someone wants me dead. But THEY shall lose THEIR head, whence we have the people and proof. MY head MUST remain on my shoulders where it belongs. Or else:
The world faces a major loss which might be the fatal blow to all humanity.
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So let`s get serious. Repetition of what solutions we discovered.
THE BATTLEPLAN!
To awaken the masses, and accomplish disclosure of secret technology, knowledge,
medicine etc. We must do our job in media. School curriculums must be rewritten. An
alliance of alternative scientists must be formed in an anarchistic TESLA village in
the beautiful valleys of Norway. There is one such Tesla village in Croatia.
There we will have our enlightened private-schools, free electricity, and media
broadcast. If we have ONE true, enlightened, perfectibilist society: We have won,
because one light is lit, one light is enough to expel all darkness in a room. And ONE
light is enough to light all other lights/nations. When we have just ONE ETERNAL
SELF-SUFFICIENT TESLA VILLAGE with PRIVATE SCHOOLS, and a MEDIA
ORGANIZATION, all worldwide darkness will fade, because everyone will want our
schools, true education, our technology, our solutions to all world problems, and our
philosophy of love and light.
This has been my dream since I was as young as I can remember. I would fly into
future timelines in lucid dreams, and see all these AMAZING villages with pyramids,
flying cars – etc – faaar into the future! And what better place to start one than
beautiful Norway which is FULL of hidden, beautiful valleys, only accessible
through antigravity/levity propulsion transport. I dreamt of monastic societies, future
hippies and new-agers, BEAUTIFUL gardens, and survivalist-anarchistic biker
gangs. But in general: Cultivating soil, and soul in perfect symbiosis with nature in
the beautiful landscape of rugged Norway: Now perfect for settlement once we reach
Tesla tech.
Ask yourself. As all history, philosophy, science, and law undergoes the scientific
method of the 21st century: How come all religion is allowed to exist while not
undergoing the scientific method, and validating itself? After all the people it`s killed!
God is not a hypothesis anymore if you can PROVE him.
Magick is not magical anymore when you know of the ether. The SOURCE-FIELD.
Ask yourself this: If God is real, and science is reality: How come science doesn`t
prove God? Because it DOES prove God! That`s why they don`t teach you
SOURCE-FIELD physics at school! Because FREEMASONS made the educational
system! When politics, and law is mixed with religion, we have a problem. Especially
sharia.
After the secret People`s Army have secretly united scientists, liberals, hippies,
anarchists, Templars, journalists, lawyers, whistleblowers, etc from all levels of
society, and institutions under our humanistic multi-religious common banner, we
will prosecute the Satanic Illuminati in our own courts, and reed out the poisonous
virus that has infected the west, and it`s people.
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It should not be too hard to take back power to the people. The Satanic Illuminati
cancer has infiltrated our economy, culture, media, government, education, hospitals,
intelligence agensies, police, and courts. It`s all corrupt, so it`s very simple. Just leave
it, and start from the beginning. Give up on the Old World. Leave Babylon, and build
a Free New World. Build a garden. Start a family of light! Be a survivalist anarchist!
They ruin our lands from within to make us their future slaves. They have become so
big they can no longer hide, and will be easy to expose as a People`s Army. Once we
are OUTSIDE the system, and gaze on it from within our village with our mediaorganization, and investigative journalists: How can you NOT notice the Satanic
Illuminati? The stinking elephant in the room. They became rulers of the world. We
will destroy them. But they started simple just like us! They started as anarchistic
scientists of love and light! But they became corrupted by power. How can we not
succeed???
All we need to do is conspire, and organize in secret just like they did. Organize
Anonymous, and the People`s Army in secret AGAINST the Satanic Illuminati,
infiltrate, and take BACK your economy, media, government, and re-create our laws,
and lands from OUTSIDE the system: In a village somewhere. When you stand on
top of the mountain like Zarathustra, and get the bird perspective like from an
airplane: How often do you not come to conclusions through new perspectives?
If you see the world history from the top of a mountain outside the system, it is easy
to notice the Satanic Illuminati declared a war on ¨we the people¨. If I were to define
the rulers of the current system, I would define them as ¨ANTI-HUMAN
ACTIVISTS.¨ Pushing every form of oppression possible, trying to destroy as much
as possible in the shortest time possible. That is the definition of the rich-Satanic
(Rothschild), and royal elite ruling the multinational corporationalists (like George
Soros) , the technocratic intelligence agensies, and their bought politicians.
There will be no bloodshed, just a massive awakening, and coup-d-etat where the
government, and monarch will be forced to abdicate, followed by public tv-broadcast
of their lawsuit, and a disclosure on technology. And if gain little political ground,
and come only halfways: We will create the public court, and trial these criminals
either way: Present or not. Crime is crime. Law is law.
Remember: Our main goal is to teach children. Teachings in these families of Light.
Teaching them knowledge, and the crimes of the Satanic Illuminati so it`s victims are
remembered, and so the Satanic Illuminati never rise again. Teach them through
investigative journalism, and media companies.

Here is a plan.
1. The study and secret recruitment fase/families of love and light. Unite in families,
and study-groups of love and light (love=morale and light=enlightenment/science).
Cooperate to discover all conspiracies, secrets, truths, and technology hidden. Hoard
books, and write books on this until your knowledge-basis is of all scientific fields is
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UTTERLY complete to the point where the pyramid WILL tumble. This is the secret
stage. You spread in cells, and recruit members in all sectors of society. Infiltrate, and
recruit people in the political left. Recruit all members secretly through letters, and
usb-pens. Recruit internationally, and gather everyone to focus solely on reforming
ONE nation because when one light is lit, everyone will want it.
2. The media fase. Start everything you can from facebook-groups, meme-wars to
media-organizations, newspapers etc to spread all the knowledge of truth you have
gained to the people. You must promote interest in hidden knowledge, hidden history,
hidden science (like etheric physics), and start unofficial private-schools built upon
this new physics and reality. Things that will really get the attention of our primary
target: Children, youths, liberals, leftists, hippies, bikers, anarchists, new-agers etc.
3. The awakening. The movement has gained media attention, and the people are
waking up. Push harder. Start pushing your agenda into left-wing politics,
mainstream media, organize protests, concerts, etc: To get the people to fight for their
RIGHTS of having truth, and the best available medicine and technology. Crave, and
start reformation in the sciences of physics, history, medicine etc. Start sciencefacilities, villages, private-schools, think tanks, and wellfare organizations etc.
4 The Revolution. I have no other goal than victoriously singing, dancing, and
parading the streets with an army of love and light. We will avoid all stigma by being
joyous, humorous and life-filled. Not stereotypes the media can blackwash like boldhead Nazis.
5 The Coup d`etat. Establish the People`s Courts, and sue the entire state with such
pressure they have to step down.
Then we can celebrate for all eternity, and hand over work to robots.
Here is how it might happen. The Red Army of the People enlightens the FURIOUS
cancer patients, and their relatives (which includes all humanity – rich and poor, left
and right). They put on their yellow vests, and protest with our documentaries, books,
and knowledge until every marionette, and police realize they serve a tyranny of
terrorists, and surrender to the people. What`s left standing is the Satanic-cabal of
secret societies, and their governments of career politicians. Shaking in their boots.
Because every citizen protests, and denounce the government, refusing to vote for
them, wanting the revolution, and perhaps a new King. The pyramid will fall brick by
brick.
Our first target as I`ve already said is the mainstream media, because they are
privately owned, and must report TRUTH to the people, or else we revolt! From now
on: The media will only report facts, breakthroughs in science, healing, humanist
work, human progress, and have a single goal: Uniting all to create utopia for all. No
more celebrity-slander, fear-installing, and rubbish in the media!
When we control the media, the public outcry for disclosure, and justice will be too
large. The only thing that stops the Red Army of the People when we have media is
the police. Plain truth, citizen anger, and constant protests against the police will
lower their morale. When they lower their guns, the Red Army will march into the
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government, and demand a nationwide public broadcast on the Satanic Illuminati
system, hidden technology, and their HIDEOUS crimes. You will make videos and
make them fast.
At some point: Lawyers, school-teachers, scientist, doctors, and private hospitals will
start joining us. Teachers, and scientists will present an alternative reality to what
you`ve been told at school. A reality of sacred geometry, and perfect intelligent
design. Where mankind is holy, and holy mother nature has every cure. If nature has a
problem: Nature has a way to fix it.
Having exposed the Satanic Illuminati: They will never rise again. Because they will
be so HATED for their crimes that they will never be forgotten.
I will end by saying revolution is the only solution. Why? For no other goal than
utopia is worth living for. Create the idea of a society so good - a golden age of
religious, humanistic, and technological breakthroughs SO great it will set the
template for ALL the world to infinity. Gain the knowledge, and create an idea so
good: That it`s very inception would make its completion inevitable. This is the idea,
and should not be too hard.
When one is awake, it will spread to the others like ripples in the ether.

Knowledge is power! Power to the People!
As I already said, there is much more at stake than opinion, race, politics and
religion. We need something to unite all the people! This isn`t about race. Our
future, and health is at risk. If we don`t reach mass-awareness, and disclosure of
technology, and conspiracy reality in a free country today, millions more will
die to fill the pockets of the pharmaceutical companies.
And if you don`t act today, how will you act in a future police state where
government controlls the internet, and have strict monopoly on scientific facts?
We must act before they reduce us to slaves. The government is censoring more,
and more knowledge, and serve only the elite, not the people. This is not a
revolution about race or religion. This is about taking back the power to the
people. It`s about knowledge. For knowledge is power: Power to the people! It
must be a humanistic, red revolution about love and light/enlightenment.
So why is this a socialist revolution, and not a blue, or right-wing revolution?
Because we for a future wellfare system of medical treatment that is so cheap,
and good it should be free in all countries by 2050! We are the people. My point
is that if, and WHEN we succeed, and technology is used FOR the people, and
not AGAINST them: We will have such advancements in healthcare, industry,
and labour that our economy will boost exponentially! Free healthcare will be
so cheap with our new technology that we will all become socialists in the
future.
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Instead of today`s suffering: The people of the future will be happy, tolerant,
and enlightened. Most will be able to focus on enjoying life rather than
laboring, and with all illness gone, and advancement in robotics, a smaller
percentage will have jobs, and the rest must be cared for through citizen sallary
– social wellfare from the system. And thus we are socialists. (I am not, but
hey.) There will be a sense of social unity, because WE THE PEOPLE screamed
out against oppression and won.
……………………………

Part 2. Additional Articles on another elephant. Religion.

Our stance on Religion.
Our stance on religion is that we are officially atheistic humanists. We believe in the
will, and the power of good inherent in mankind, who I believe IS inherently good.
We believe in compassion, and a warm society. I personally believe in Source, Love,
and Light as the scientific religion of humanism, but that is just me personally.
But most of the world today are religiously confined to absolute doctrines from medieval books. How can we let the elephant in the room escape the scientific method?
RELIGION: Supremacism: The cause of ALL modern war, and ALL western social
upheaval? Abrahamic religion is nothing but a ghost from the past. A TERRIFYING
force of evil used to enslave people for millenia.
The revolution campaign for a peaceful NWO for the west craves heroism, and is as
follows. It is accomplished by societal groups uniting that have the same program
outlined here that seek reformation from the program`s benefits. Such a social-political movement/revolution would cause perpetual peace. Those called include atheistic
political parties, think-tanks, philosophers, human-etic foundations, well-fare-organizations, etc, as well as religious establishments.
The worldwide pallet for peace:
1 Revolutionary love is the only immortal, global culture that can save, and unite the
world for perpetual balance, coherent in all humans. Traversing all borders and ethnicities.
The code for this eternal law is Love and Light. Love is akin to the word Law. Love
is morale, respect, kindness, heart etc. Light is truth, enlightenment, expression, brain
and deliverance. Heart, and mind distinguish us from animals, as shimpanzees scienThe People`s Army`s Red Revolution!
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tifically has no human intellect, or concept of self-sacrifice. Animals are purely egocentric contrary to humans whom COMBINE mind/light, and love/heart to produce:
MORALE!!! And what morale is there except love and light?
Both love, and light are Life. Without these two, nothing life would exist. They are
the scientific creator, the circle of Life. Light and love is the eternal lesson for humanity to cultivate. Therefore;
2 God is love and light. How come that all sciences of the 21st century advance as
they undergo the scientific method of thesis-antithesis except religion – which was
science to our ancestors? Away with idiotic tolerance! Therefore, enlightenment must
render religion reduced to science, and cannot escape the scientific method under an
investigative state effort, and a university of all religions craved established. They
will discover that through the science of comparative religion, and doctorates on religion (which I studied intensively) that;
3 The God of all Abrahamic religions is the same both from a linguistic, historical,
and spiritual perspective. (To which I can testify greatly) And God is just a concept.
NOTHING more. AND that religion boils down to ancient myth, superstition and astrology popularly called astrotheology. Medieval myths, and anti-human, anti-liberal
laws of enslavement cannot be tolerated in the 21st century if science has spoken
against them!!! As religion has been the cause, and is the cause of especially all
CURRENT wars. Therefore;
4 Since the Abrahamic God is the same both in name, and since God is merely a concept, now defined through etheric science as the ALL, all ARE all the children of
God, thus equals, and we crave an END to idiotic religious war, and the right of claiming his/hers religion is superior to others through criminalizing it. Institutionalized
supremacist fascist religion – especially when mixed with politics - has a bloody trail
through history, and must end. We thus crave the University of World Religions establish a judical court against all claim of religious superiority, and claim of religious
sole truths with non-compromise to other truths, criminalizing all organized supremacist religions that are non-conformative with the humanistic zeitgeist of 21st century evolution of science, human liberty, and freedom of expression – criminalizing
their institutions –criminalizing all violations against modernization of liberty, law,
and UN human rights, especially radical Islam which must reform, or be criminalized, as many verses of the Quran is a criminal offence to 21st century science, values,
liberty, reason and philosophy: Common 21st century human sense. All state religion
must be criminalized unless they modernize to the People`s Army Declaration of Human Rights, especially all Islamic countries whom statistically is to blame for ALL
the upheaval, and demographic terror of the 21st century, and that is just statistics.
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Christianity reformed long ago, and is very compatible with the scientific religion of
love and light, and atheistic humanism. It poses no threat to freedom of expression,
and liberty whatsoever.

The Religion of TRUE science!
Religion has always been the core of society as the unifying factor of any society as
representing the moralistic backbone, but also sacred science, which we often forget.
Any true civilization has had sacred science as it`s backbone, now monopolized by
the Freemasons. All ancient civilizations expressed their sacred science in the
geometry, and symbolism of architecture. Phi, the Flower of Life, sacred geometry,
and sacred astrology was sacred knowledge of the divine Creator that humbled
humanity, and madet hese civilizations strong. A post-modern society in which
religion doesn`t represent sacred science, and unifies all people is NOT A
CIVILIZATION, but stone-age sheep with Iphones indoctrinated by Hollywood. We
now live in a post-civilization, post-humanist, multicultural, cultural-marxist, postAmerica ego, and satisfaction culture. Pride, beauty, muscles, money, sex, betrayal,
and power are the core values of not only the west, but the entire world and have
replaced the Christian core values upon which all western civilization was founded,
morale, respect, honesty, meekness, piety, lowliness, humbleness, politeness,
kindheartedness, love, forgiveness, and the humanistic treaty on equality: That all
men are born equal with rights.
In what way are we equal if there is no God who defines our worth? In what way are
we equal if not for the everlasting soul that ascends, or burns in Hell? Without these
two eternal factors: God and Soul, mankind is no better than an animal, and the result
is a cold society of selfishness where dog eats dog. Humans scavenging their own
race trying to earn more money instead of cooperating to build monuments of
civilization like the ancients did in unity. Why? Because we do not have the sacred
science of religion upon which the ancient world was founded. I am speaking of
sacred geometry, the knowledge of God/Gods, the ether, the spiritual, the eternal soul,
and the multiverse. The flat-earth, astrology, and in general: A system where physics,
and education was inseparable from sacredness, and religion like was in Egypt up
through all history until the Satanic Illuminati invented their FALSE version of the
shape of the Earth, false physics, false evolution, to propagate ¨survival of the fittest¨,
and most importantly: Erase mankind`s spiritual nature, and knowledge about the
spiritual/ether completely. Ether. The Greek name for the most important of all the
five elements. And we call this a Greek civilization? Lies. Civilization started with
Sumer, ancient India, and primarily Egypt and Phoenicia from which sprung ancient
Canaan, Israel, Christianity, and also the Greek civilization. Yet all these had common
that priesthood, and education was inseparable, for they had the key upon which all
civilization was founded. Sacred science, which they expressed in architecture.
Science we have forgotten. We are thus neither humans with souls, nor a civilization
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but cattle, if we are to be objective, historical, and compare ourselves to the ancients
upon which our civilization was founded. That is why we need a Christian
reformation unity revival into a global, reformed Church, a technological revolution
renaissance to incorporate sacred principles of science of spirit, and sacred illegal
physics into our religion, and a revival of national romance. And we need it today.
The Reformation Revival Revolution Renaissance of Love and Light
– The Road to World Peace through ethical unity based on scientific facts, and
scientific religion.
We need a reformation revival revolution renaissance in in all sciences, and levels of
society today - because a safe foundation for a future warm society can only come
through ethical unity based on universal truths proven by science - the language of today! Peace cannot be obtained by the mixing ethnicities, or mixing cultures into a
¨global America.¨ Peace can only come through ethical unity. Something all ethnicities, and religions can agree upon! Which is humanism, the humanistic values, and
the humanistic, scientific inter-religious religion love and light.
New-Age science, and TRUE science of the spiritual contradicts modern ¨science¨
which is not science at all, but masonic propaganda to inhibit the evolution of truth,
and the reality of the ETHER: The spiritual aspect of physics. Modern science
contradicts Wilhelm Reich, and Niclola Tesla, is not science at all, and has become a
¨scientific religion¨, which you will find evidence for in my videos. Our school
curriculum are not ¨theories¨, but wrong hypothesis created by the FREEMASONS
which there is evidence for.
Religion is only belief, and since science is just a stupid masonic religion, both
science, and regular religion must reform. As religion, and science historically
walked hand in hand, and was insepArable from Egypt up to the Renaissance, how
come religion avoids undergoing the scientific method of thesis-antithesis? If religion
is not scientifically true, then if must of course be put to rest! Take for instance Islam
with NO historical, or scientific validity. Islam with it`s made up tales about the Old,
and New Testament (Bible) which contradicts what all historians argue. One book
comes 600 years after Jesus, and tells a completely different tale whereas there are
5000 historical manuscripts about Christ written shortly after his death.
Another purpose of our revolution is that ALL RELIGION must undergo the
scientific method of thesis-antithesis, fall as either lies or superstition, or be rendered
to science. How come we let medieval, fascist, political, and judicial systems like
Islam survive in the 21st century? How come all other religion reform aside from
Islam? How come ALL scholarly fields undergo scientific validity-tests ASIDE from
the most important one: Religion. Religion which has caused so much war, and is the
cause of ALL current wars through Islamic terror, and RAPE of western rights and
values, RAPE of western women, and RAPE of our social welfare system. All
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religion must undergo a scientific, philosophical, and humanistic validation test to
either stand, or be discarded.
And the remaining ethics still standing, provable by Science, which is my religion of
Source, Love and Light (perhaps also Buddhism, Christianity, Comparative
Mythology, Animism, Astrology and Zuism for instance) will be the spiritual
backbone of a new world of new physics: To do away with the MASONIC version of
history, science, and create a TRUE curriculum for future generations of children!
Poor children! Every person is responsible for his brother, and changing the world, as
everyone has the possibility to do so through the internet. Nothing is impossible.
Everything is possible.
YOU can create a world SO fantastic! Everything you ever dreamt of… Levitation…
Eternal life… You MUST! The idea is to forge an IDEA so GOOD that it`s very
inception makes it completion inevitable. For there are ONLY possibilities. Because
there is always hope. And hope is all we have. Therefore there is ONLY hope. 😊
Always.
What we see is that New-Age is fore-running Christianity in spiritual evolution,
exposing the Satanic Illuminati dark state, CIA Mk-Ultra, globalism, Jewry, inside
jobs, and state-cover-up of true etheric science, spirit-science, and technology that
could save the world if exposed. Which when exposed is the key to awaken the
masses, because people are so gullible today that they won`t rebel against the Satanic
Illuminati unless they understand the`ve been robbed from the cure to cancer.
When studying alternative history, the ether, physics, and medicine you will discover
that most resources you find can be categorized as in the ¨New-Age Movement.¨
New-Age today means you believe there might be a God or Goddess, several Gods,
good, and bad aliens, conspiracy-reality, and certainly a spiritual reality. Perhaps that
is where we also belong, but we are a People`s Army for everyone, as long as they are
true to the humanistic rights.
Most Christians are asleep. Believe me..! I tried EVERYTHING. Even knowing that
the Satanic Illuminati is behind wars, financial depression, financial
tyranny/terrorism, and 9/11 didn`t awaken them. But when they realize grandma
could have been cured from cancer, they will of course rebel.
………………………………………………….
Feel free to join humanity. Feel free to share, or edit this work. Love and Light.
09.02.2019
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